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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Cleve B. Moler.

Title word cross-reference

10^{435} [Mol95b], 2 [Mol74]. \( Ax = \lambda Bx \)
[MS71]. \( AXB^T + CXD^T = E \)
[GWL+92, GLAM92].

- by - [Mol74].

1 [Mol18]. 128-bit [Mol17c], 15th [Mol92],
16-bit [Mol17b], 1978 [MS78a].

2007 [DFM+07].

50th [DFM+07].

6 [Mol00a]. 6600 [DM73]. 6600/7600
[DM73].

754 [Mol19b], 75th [DFM+07]. 7600
[DM73]. 77 [GWL+92].

A&M [Dut16]. Accuracy [DMW83].
Accurate [Mol67b]. ACM [ACM72].
acoustics [MS70b]. Affair [CMMP95].
Algebra [GM87, HM88, Mol80d].
Algebraic
[FM67, Joh68, FM71, Mol67b, MS78a].
algebraische [FM71]. Algorithm
[GWL+92, MS73, MS78b, MS71, MS72,
Mol95c, Mol01]. algorithms [MS78a].
Analysis [GO80, MM83a, Mol68b, Mol68c,
Mol69c, Mol69d, Mol83, Mol70]. Analyst
[Hig99]. Analytic [LM67, MRS94].
anniversary [DFM+07]. Annual [ACM72].
anymore [Mol15], apology [Mol99a].
Applications [GM87]. approximate
arrival [DFM+07], Art [DFM+07, Mol69e]. Aspects [CMMP95]. Atlantic [AFI67].
August [ACM72, MS78a]. Award [Ano11].

Beebe [Mol79]. Before [Mol19b].

Behave [Mol01]. Benchmarks [Mol94].


Beebe [Mol79]. Before [Mol19b].

Before [Mol19b].

Beebe [Mol79]. Before [Mol19b].
Elliptic [FHM67, Nic67]. engineering
[PAB+01]. Equation
[GWL+92, GLAM92, Mol72a, Mol96b].
equations [Ei64, GM91, Mol97]. era
[Mol02a]. error [DM73, Mol95a]. Estimate
[CMSW79]. event [Mol97]. examination
[Mol68a, Mol68b, Mol68c, Mol69c, Mol69d].
Excerpts [Mol68a]. Experiments
Exponential
[MV78a, MV78b, MV03, Mol75, MV79].
Extension
[GBDM77, Nic67].

Factorization [MS79]. Fame [Mol94].
Faster [Mol00a]. Fe [USE94]. features
[Mol99b]. Fernbach [Ano11]. FFTW
[Mol00a]. Finding [Jam89]. Finite
[Mol65, Mol00a]. First [Mol70]. Fitting
[Hig99]. Floating
[Mol67a, Mol14b, Mol14a, Mol17a, Mol17b,
Mol17c, Mol19b, Mol19c, Mol98b, Mol96a].
Floating-point [Mol98b]. Format
[Mol19c].

Formulae [Jam89]. Forsythe
[Cur78, DFM+07, Joh68, Mol72c].
FORTRAN [GWL+92, Mol71, Mol72b].
FORTRAN-77 [GWL+92]. fortune
[Mol94]. four [GM91]. Fourier [Mol00a].
Fox [MS78b, Nic67]. Function
[Mol02a].

Functions [LM67, Mol98b, Mol02a]. Future
[DFM+07].

G [Cur78]. Gatlinburg [MB96, Mol13].
Gene [DFM+07, Mol92]. Generalized
[MS73, Mol79, MS71, MS72]. generates
[Mol01]. generator [MM73]. geometrical
[MS70b]. George [DFM+07, Joh68, Mol72c].
German [FM71]. Golden [Mol96b]. Golub
[DFM+07, Mol92]. Good [Mol98a]. Google
[Mol02b]. got [Mol88b, Mol88c]. Graduate
[PAB+01]. graphics [PPM+89]. groupie
[Mol07]. Growth [Mol60b]. Guide
[DBMS79, GBDM77, Mol80c, Mol81,
Mol82a, ML87b, ML87a, SBD+76, CM93,
LM91, ML90].
Mathematics [DFM+07, Mol19a, Mol83].


Pythagorean [Dub83, MM83b].

QR [Mol95c]. Quadruple [Mol17c]. qualifying [Mol68b, Mol68c, Mol69c, Mol69d]. Quantum [Mol79].
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